
Hi, welcome to the Strange Forces new LP, I’d Rather Listen to the 
Bloody Birds (UFIB002) press release. Initially, the album was going 
to be named, Beyond the Mauve Zone, after the occult paperback by 
Kenneth Grant but not fully convinced of the album actually being an 
album the band renamed the album, I’d Rather Listen to the Bloody 
Birds, which is taken from an interview by Malcolm Douglas with Roy 
Walker and his wife Barbara from Zoo-rich who live in Kununurrra, 
Western Australia. Malcolm Douglas is a legend and deserves more 
street cred than Steve Irwin currently receives (both are dead). 

Strange Forces are a great band and you would like them if you like 
psychedelic things like psychedelic music, psychedelic artwork and 
psychedelic drugs. Recently they played at a hippie commune outside 
of Berlin where everyone was starkers (naked). After the concert a girl 
came up to the band and stated, “That was impossible, you must be 
famous.” She was wearing clothes, and little did she know that they 
actually are already semi-famous in Denmark where they have played 
more than once.

Strange Forces’ music tends to wake up parts of the brain left long 
dormant by too many bad live bands. It’s loud, psychedelic guitar music 
with echoey, trippy vocals — www.blitzgigs.de

Vocals can be trippy and hard to write, so please listen to the album and 
write about it if you have a good blog or a newspaper printing press.  
The music is very good and deserves platinum status. The 12 inch 
record through the bands own label Under Fire is Born is currently sold 
out cos the demand for it is a lot. Tell your friends and direct all hate mail 
& questions to info@strangeforces.net.

The album is very ‘psychedelic’, ‘experimental’, ‘avant-garde’ and a 
couple of other cool describing words. It was recorded in world famous 
studios, One Million Mangoes in Berlin next to the old Raum 18 Club. 
This is where the band members once held a Peyote Punch party where 
they served a punch drink with peyote in it but actually did not put any 
peyote in it. Or did they? 

As a side note, the album was recorded by universally renowned 
sound engineer first name Alain or James last name unknown. He also 
mastered it in 5 minutes using a program called Isotope (or something) 
and he used a Foo Fighters track as a guide.

Official Album sponsors are Magic-mushroom-shop.com in the 
Netherlands. Leading up to the release of the album and beyond every 
order will receive a free unreleased mp3 from the album. We advocate 
the usage of psilocybin in a controlled environment and uncontrolled 
environment. 

LISTEN HERE (soundcloud secret link):
http://soundcloud.com/strangeforces/sets/strange-forces-id-rather/s-IxfM5

+ VIDEO BY YOSHI SODEOKA FOR CASTLE CASTLE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lG4v5LtP7w

+ Autumns Tours 2012’s (Germany, Denmark, Poland, Slovakia, Austria, 
France, Belgium)
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Tracklisting:

1. Daryl Somers Presents 
Beyond the Mauve Zone (5:05)
2. Dino Brain (3:05)
3. Maybe We Could Meditate 
Together Or Something (7:56)
4. Cosm Beater (3:48)
5. Castle Castle (3:56)
6. This Universal Software  
Ocean (6:51)
7. Temple Rider (7:50)


